Kalgoorlie-Boulder Airport
Airside Driving Induction Questionnaire
Name:
Company:
Date:
INSTRUCTION
Choose only ONE correct answer for each question.
The questionnaire must only be completed by the person whose name appears on this form.
Once completed submit this questionnaire to the airport supervisor.

1. Who has the authorization to drive airside?
a. Any person who feels like it.
b. A person who has access to airside.
c. A person who has a valid ASIC, state or territory driver’s license and has an
operational need
d. A person who has a valid ASIC, state or territory driver’s license and has no
operational need
2. Which statement is incorrect?
a. Vehicles must be fitted with an amber rotating or flashing beacon which must
be on at all times whilst driving landside.
b. Vehicles must be fitted with an amber rotating or flashing beacon which must
be off at all times whilst driving airside
c. At night or during times of low visibility the vehicle headlights must be
switched to the low beam setting.
d. Vehicles must be free from oil leaks and other defects
3. All persons operating a vehicle airside must be familiar with the movement
area marking, aviation radio procedures and phraseology, and be familiar with
signals and signs?
a. True
b. False
4. A driver should not drive or stop the vehicle?
a. Within 1 meters of a parked aircraft, unless they are servicing the aircraft or
13 meters of an aircraft being refueled, unless there is an operational need
b. Within 2 meters of a parked aircraft, unless they are servicing the aircraft or
14 meters of an aircraft being refueled, unless there is an operational need
c. Within 3 meters of a parked aircraft, unless they are servicing the aircraft or
15 meters of an aircraft being refueled, unless there is an operational need.
d. Within 4 meters of a parked aircraft, unless they are servicing the aircraft or
16 meters of an aircraft being refueled, unless there is an operational need
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5. Drivers who are involved in an incident or accident whilst driving airside must
immediately report the accident to their supervisor and to airport operations,
with a written report submitted within 24 hour?
a. True
b. False
6. The flashing lights one under the aircraft and the other on the tail indicated?
a. The engines are running or about to start up
b. They are for navigation purposes
c. Looks good at night
d. Have no real purpose
7. Which of the following traffic has first priority, (right of way) over all other
traffic?
a. Maintenance equipment in the performance of their duties.
b. Emergency vehicles.
c. Aircraft in motion.
d. The vehicle approaching from the right
8. While operating a vehicle, a vehicle operator may use or answer, or attempt to
use or answer, their mobile phone only?
a. To answer a call from their supervisor.
b. To call their superior regarding operational matters.
c. To report minor vehicular accident to their superior.
d. A vehicle operator is not allowed to call or answer a call.
9. Smoking on the apron is permitted?
a. As long as no one see you
b. Inside closed vehicles
c. Prohibited at all times
d. If there are no aircraft on the apron being refueled
10. If you see FOD on the apron?
a. Leave it there and report to supervisor at end of shift
b. Remove and report to supervisor/airport supervisor
c. Do nothing as it was not from your vehicle
d. Watch to see if someone else picks it up
11. Parking of GSE when not in use?
a. Along the front of the terminal
b. Near the freight shed out of the way
c. Next to the baggage area
d. In the designated GSE parking area
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12. The sped on the apron is?
a. 10KPH
b. 30KPH
c. 20KPH
d. There is none
13. You lose your state driver’s license who do you have to inform?
a. No one the as the airport apron is not a road
b. Supervisor so he can give you non drive tasks
c. The check in staff as they need the gossip
14. At the start of the shift you should check that the vehicles have?
a. No Oil/fluid leaks
b. Lights are working
c. Safety equipment is in place
d. All of the above
15. The airport staff direct you to stop what you are doing what do you do?
a. Ignore them until you have finished what you are doing
b. Stop immediately and follow their directions
c. Tell them to go away and inform your supervisor
d. Pretend you did not hear them

This form must be submitted to the Airport Supervisor before commencement of any work at the
Kalgoorlie-Boulder Airport.
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